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NOTES AND COMMENTS
THE JEWISH LAW STUDENT AND NEW YORK JOBS-
DISCRIMINATORY EFFECTS IN LAW FIRM
HIRING PRACTICES*
INTRODUCTION
Professions generally, and the legal profession in particular, have long
been considered especially attractive occupations for members of minority
groups.' Although there have been some ethnic 2 barriers to the acquisition
of professional training,3 the man who has once received such training is tra-
ditionally thought to be relatively free from the institutionalized employment
situations where prejudice might hurt his chances for achievement.4 The
lawyer or other professional, it is supposed, is free to "hang out his shingle"
and practice on his own - if need be among members of his own group -
and to build up his clientele on the basis of the quality of his work. For law-
yers, however, the opportunities for success in building up a practice from
scratch as a sole practitioner are disappearing. The lucrative and desirable
business goes increasingly to corporate and governmental legal departments
- which make lawyers into employees in every sense of the word - and
above all to the law firms, whose expansion has been a dominant feature of
the post-World War II legal market.3 Virtually every field of legal practice
has been affected by this development, and in some fields the firm has become
the exclusive unit of practice.
As the role of the lone practitioner declines, the attitudes of those dominant
in the firms tends more and more to control the distribution of opportunities
for professional success. The law student from a "minority" background, who
*The Journal wishes to express its gratitude to the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith for providing the funds to enable it to conduct this study with greater depth and
scope than would otherwise have been possible and to Harold Braverman and Mortimer
Feigenbaum of its staff, who gave advice and stimulation while avoiding any attempts
to influence its outcome. Donald Hester of the Cowles Foundation for Research in Eco-
nomics, Peaslee DuMont of the Yale Computer Center, and Erdman Palmore of the Yale
Department of Sociology, along with several members of the New Haven bar have also
been of great help in preparing the study. Responsibility for methods and conclusions,
however, rests entirely with the Journal. Summaries of the data and computations are on
file in the Yale Law Library.
1. See, e.g., quotations in CARLIN, LA vYERS ON THEIR OwT 3-6 (1962) ; EDWARDS,
THE NEGRO PRoFEssIoNAx. CrAss 21-23 (1959). But cf. id. at 133-38.
2. "Ethnic" will be used throughout this Comment as a shorthand expression en-
compassing the distinctions usually covered by the phrase, "race, creed, color or national
origin."
3. See, e.g., Kessel, Price Discrimination in; Medicine, 1 J.L. & EcoN. 20, 46-51
(1958) and the sources cited therein at 47 n.82.
4. CARLiN, op. cit. supra note 1, at 4-5, 123-49.
5. See generally id. at 17-23, 41-116; Kaw, The Wall Street Lawyer, Fortune, Feb.
1958, p. 140; The Factories, Time, Jan. 24, 1964, p. 32.
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once might have been able to ignore the hiring practices of the law firms,
now certainly cannot do so. Hence, despite a generally acknowledged liberali-
zation of hiring policies in recent years,6 the concern of law students about
the effect of ethnic background on employment opportunities remains strong.7
Among students and lawyers, "common knowledge" has much to say
about the effects of being Negro, Jewish, Catholic, or even poor, on one's
opportunities in the profession. In general this common knowledge alleges
the continuation of substantial discrimination on an ethnic basis 8 in the
hiring and promotion practices of law firms. This allegation should be a
matter of concern to the bar and its tutors: to the extent it reflects reality, it
is a serious indictment of the bar - in some states, an indictment of violating
specific anti-discrimination statutes. 9 If the allegations are true, they signify
the legal profession's failure to offer the moral leadership which its responsi-
bilities demand and which it purports to provide.' 0 If, on the other hand,
these notions lack a basis in fact, a problem still exists. The indictment of
bad faith on the part of lawyers remains and is none the less persuasive for
being false. Law students may make career choices to avoid non-existent
barriers." And non-discriminating law firms are hampered in their attempts
to recruit new talent.'
2
This Journal, therefore, sees a need for open inquiry into the factual basis
for charges of discriminatory hiring by law firms. The present study does
not purport to provide a definitive answer to all the questions involved in
the area, for it is - of necessity - severely limited in many respects. For
example, although "hiring practices" include a firm's practice in advancing
associates toward partnership - a fact plainly understood by students con-
6. Virtually all lawyers the writer has discussed the question with, no matter what
their background or personal experience, agree that the years since World War II have
brought substantial progress in this area. But for an estimate of the room still left fur
improvement see W. Willard Wirtz's speech of Dec. 29, 1963 to the Association of Ameri-
can Law Schools, in which he termed the legal profession "the worst segregated group
in the whole economy or society," Labor Dept. reprint, p. 16.
7. This was indicated not only by the responses of students in interviews with them,
but also by the large' response to the questionnaire sent to recent alumni and the many
expressions of interest registered in the individual responses to it.
8. The firm which prefers articulate to inarticulate candidates, or those with good
grades to those without them is discriminating, but is doing so with respect to factors
normally considered relevant to personnel selection. Other non-ethnic discriminations,
however, may also be cause for concern, for example, those based on law school attended,
age, sex, or family background.
9. For a useful discussion of several such statutes, see GRAvEs, FAIR EMPLOYMENT
PRAcricE LEGISLATION IN THE UNITED STATES, FEDERAL-STATE-MUNICnPAL [Library of
Congress Legislative Reference Service: Public Affairs Bulletin No. 93] (1951); LLOYD,
STATE FEPC PuBLic EDUCATION PROGRAMS (1957).
10. See, e.g., Preamble to Canons of Professional Ethics, AmERICAN BAR AssocIA-
TION, CANONS OF PROFESSIONAL .AND JUDIcIAL ETHIcs 1 (rev. ed. 1957).
11. See text following note 100 infra.
12. See text accompanying notes 92-94 infra.
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cerned with their prospects for the future - the difficulty inherent in re-
searching and analyzing a problem involving so many complex and elusive
variables has substantially restricted our inquiry to the initial hiring process.
METHODOLOGY
Thrust of Inquiry
For a variety of reasons, we made no attempt to discover whether or not
particular firms discriminate ethnically in hiring new lawyers. The process
of determining whether an offer should be made to a given applicant is ordi-
narily so subjective and so complex in its subjectivity that it is virtually
impossible to identify the reason for a given determination. Although law
school performance is considered the single most important factor, many
firms have found that "many of the best flops have come from the top of
the class." The personality of the applicant, including such facets as his poise,
tact, aggressiveness, willingness to work hard, and attentiveness to detail, is
also of extreme importance. Hiring partners themselves are unable to ar-
ticulate the way in which all these factors are combined in arriving at a de-
cision, and we do not consider ourselves competent to do it for them.13
Furthermore, the frame of reference in which we decided to conduct the
study makes the behavior of any given firm relatively unimportant. Although
some attention will be given to discrimination by the individual firm, our
major interest is in the relative availability of good jobs to applicants of different
ethnic backgrounds. From this point of view, discrimination by several indi-
vidual firms could exist within a market which was non-discriminatory as a
whole.14
When the subject is approached from the point of view of job opportunities,
the "discrimination" which is being studied is somewhat broader in meaning
than the "discrimination" of common discourse. Discrimination against some
group normally implies a certain amount of ill-will toward members of that
group.1r Even in the absence of such ill-will, however, distortion may occur
in the selection process when certain factors in the hiring process operate
unequally among different ethnic groups. If, for example, the initial impression
which an applicant conveys to the hiring partner is an important factor in
the hiring process, and if hiring partners are themselves primarily members
13. For a statistical attempt to weigh the relative importance of the various factors,
see Abel, The Firms-What Do They Want?, Harvard Law Record, Dec. 12, 1963, p. 1.
14. Thus a conscious policy by some firms against a group would not result in dis-
crimination as we have defined it against that group if there were enough non-discrimi-
natory or, indeed, reverse-discriminatory firms in the market. From this point of view,
which differs markedly from that of the anti-discrimination statutes (see, e.g., note 20
infra) a widespread segregation of lawyers into Jewish and Gentile firms, for example,
would not necessarily result in "discrimination." Cf. BEcKER, THE Ecowomcs oF Dis-
cR=IMNATiON 48-50 (1957).
15. Social scientists typically distinguish between feelings of prejudice and the con-
duct based thereon which is termed discrimination. See definitions gathered in LLoYD, op.
cit. supra note 9, at 5-11. Cf. BECKER, op. cit. supra note 14, at 6-9.
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of one group 16 and unconsciously tend to get a better impression of members
of their own group than of applicants from other, dissimilar backgrounds,
discriminatory distortions may result despite the best of intentions. Since
such factors also alter the relative chances which members of different groups
have to get good jobs, they too have been considered.
Scope of Inquiry
In order to conduct this study in some depth, it has been necessary to limit
its scope rather severely. Thus, although we have no reason to believe that
the New York City situation is worse than that of other areas,' 7 the study
has been limited to New York. This city may not be fully representative, but
it is still the single most important market for the graduates of eastern law
schools 18 and an important one for others. It is possible that this introduces
legal as well as geographical distortions, for New York has an anti-discrimi-
nation statute "I which applies in terms to the hiring practices of all firms
with six or more employees, 20 and which might also apply to "promotions"
of associates to the partnership level.21 Although no cases involving lawyers
16. As might be expected, most of the hiring partners in the large, predominantly
Gentile firms are themselves Gentile. Certain factors which may tend to set hiring part-
ners apart from other lawyers in their firms are discussed in Smigel, Interviewing a
Legal Elite: The Wall Street Lawyer, 64 Am. J. OF Soc. 159 (1958).
17. Indeed many of the questionnaire responses and a few of the hiring partners in-
dicated an opinion that New York had substantially less discrimination than many other
cities. No attempt has been made, however, to determine the validity of these opinions.
18. See, e.g., list of placements of the Yale Law School class of 1963. Yale Law Re-
port, Winter 1963, pp. 24-27.
19. N.Y. EXECUTivE LA w §§ 290-301.
20. N.Y. EXEcUTIVE LAW § 296(1):
It shall be an, unlawful discriminatory practice:
(a) For an employer, because of the age, race, creed, color or national origin
of any individual, to refuse to hire or employ or to bar or to discharge from
* employment such individual or to discriminate against such individual in com-
pensation or in terms, conditions or privileges of employment.
Section 292(5) :
The term "employer" does not include a club exclusively social, or a fraternal,
charitable, educational or religious association or corporation, if such club, associa-
tion or corporation is not organized for private profit, nor does it include any
employer with fewer than six persons in his employ.
Note that § 292(5) would count not only salaried lawyers, but also secretaries and other
employees in determining whether a firm is large enough to be an "employer."
Although no court has yet held that lawyers are covered by the act, it seems clear that
they are in fact covered. Section 292(5) lists all the statutory exceptions to the general
ban of § 296, and professionals are not among them. College professors have been held
to be covered by the act, although their employers, as non-profit educational institutions,
will usually be immune to prosecution thereunder. In the Matter of Board of Higher
Educ. v. Carter, 16 App. Div. 2d 443, 228 N.Y.S.2d 704 (1962).
21. Section 296(1) (a) not only makes discrimination in hiring unlawful, but it also
prohibits discrimination "in compensation or in terms, conditions or privileges of employ-
ment." Assume that one associate in a firm receives $8,000 a year and the chance to be-
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appear to have reached the New York courts since the statute's enactment
in 1945, it has* doubtless had a cautionary effect.2 2 Though many lawyer
organizations have been reluctant to become involved in the problems of hiring,
the Association of the Bar of the City of New York has recently indicated
a willingness to investigate alleged discriminatory practices.23
Not only geographical, but also functional limits have been placed on the
study. As already mentioned, we have analyzed only the hiring of new associ-
ates from law school. Further, we have made no attempt to assess discrimi-
nation in the hiring practices of employers other than law firms. Indeed, our
questionnaire responses suggest that the firms studied are of a rather re-
stricted type, namely, the large "institutional" 24 firms working primarily in
the "corporate law" area, and the smaller ones which consider themselves
in competition with them.
In order to eliminate one variable which may be important in the hiring
process - the law school attended - as well as to ease the task of gathering
data, the statistical part of the study is based only upon Yale Law School
alumni. Needless to say, this group cannot be assumed to be representative
come a partner if he does good work, whereas a colleague-because of his race or reli-
gion-receives $8,000 and the possibility of a good letter of recommendation in five years.
It is at least arguable that there is discrimination "in compensation or in terms, con-
ditions or privileges of employment" as between these two associates, even if the partner-
ship relationship itself is considered not within the statutory definition of employment
The statute's command that its provisions "be construed liberally for the accomplishment
of... [its] purposes" might affect the persuasiveness of this argument. N.Y. ExEcuTVE
LAw § 300.
Problems of proof, however, are likely to keep academic the question of the law's
application to the hiring of new lawyers, let alone that of its application to promotions.
As one lawyer put it, "It would be a poor law firm which got trapped by that law."
22. Some of the partners interviewed, for example, claimed that the law had curbed
the most blatant practices, and that its passage had forced a reappraisal of policies gen-
erally.
23. At the October meeting of the Executive Committee a Special Committee on
Civil Rights Under Law was established and the following resolution adopted:
REsOLvED, that the President be authorized to appoint a Special Committee on
Civil Rights under Law... with the following duties: ...
2. To consider the part which lawyers might play in, New York in the pro-
motion of civil rights and equal opportunity under law...
4. To consider the extent of racial discrimination in New York and appropriate
action under law to deal with discriminatory practices and to provide equality of
opportunity ....
18 THE RxcoRD OF THE Ass'N OF THZ BAR OF THE CrrY OF N.Y. 408 (1963). The
Special Committee apparently intends to consider these problems in the course of its
work. See letter of Dec. 6, 1963 from Paul B. Dewitt, Executive Secretary, to the Yale
Law Journal, on file in the Yale Law Library; letter of Dec. 9, 1963 from Robert W.
Sweet to the Yale Law Journal, on file in the Yale Law Library.
24. See Kaw, supra note 5; Smigel, The Impact of Recruitment on the Organization
of the Large Law Firm, 25 Am. Soc. REv. 56 (1960) ; The Factories, Time, Jan. 24,
1964, p. 32. See also SMaGEL, THE WArL STREET LAWYER, which has been announced
for publication this year.
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of all lawyers entering the New York City market, and it is impossible to
determine a priori the manner in which it might deviate from the population
of entering lawyers generally.2 5
A limitation which we regard as unfortunate has also been forced upon
us by the responses received. The study was originally designed to evaluate
the relative experiences of Whites and Negroes, Gentiles and Jews, Protes-
tants and Catholics, as well as of groups of different national origins, more
or less recent immigration, and the like.26 Among our respondents, however,
there were no Negroes and too few Catholics 27 to make meaningful com-
parisons possible. Thus, the empirical part of the study is largely limited to
the experiences of Jews and Gentiles.
Sources of Data
- The basic source of information is a questionnaire sent to all members of
Yale Law School classes of 1951 through 1962 who have worked in New
York City since graduation.28 Of the approximately 600 questionnaires sent,
-300 were returned, 272 of which proved relevant to the inquiry. Of these,
196 provided the basis for most of the statistical computations. The remaining
76 responses came from women or persons with legal experience prior to
their employment in New York. They were removed from the sample because
the additional factors they introduced were considered important enough to
render their experiences not meaningfully comparable with those of male
graduates seeking a first legal job.
A return of 50 per cent is substantially above normal for a postal survey,20
but nonetheless cause for a certain skepticism- in interpreting the results. Un-
less the reasons for the failure of the other 50 per cent to respond are known,
the danger always remains that they differ from the respondents in ways
. 25. This factor may be exaggerated in most discussions of legal hiring. A study of
the Harvard Law Record shows that New York hiring partners, for example, claim to
give graduation from Harvard Law School a weighing of +1.7 on a scale going from
-10 to +10. By comparison; a weight of +4.8 is given to an applicant's being in the
upper fifth of his class at any law school, and +22 to his having been a college debater.
Abel, supra note 13, at 9-11. What the relative value of a Yale Law School education is,
the study does not reveal.
Even if the hiring partners do not give much weight to the law school attended,
however, the effect of using a sample drawn exclusively from Yale may be substantial
if the Yale student body differs significantly from those of other schools. Thus, if the
percentage of Jewish students at Yale who conform to Jewish stereotypes is smaller than
that of Jews at other schools, the sample used might be expected to understate religious
differences. Conversely, if the reverse should be true, an overstatement of differences
might be expected.
26. See questionnaire, Appendix infra, part III.
27. Twenty-four, not all of whose responses would have been usable in each com-
parison made.
28. The questionnaire is reproduced in the Appendix, infra.




which give the study a bias. Such would be the case if, for example, the more
successful Jews and the less successful Gentiles tended not to respond. If
that were the case, the responses received would tend to overstate the prob-
lems of the Jewish applicants, or indeed indicate problems where none exist.
Since the questionnares were anonymous, it was impossible to determine
directly just who did and did not respond. 30 We can, however, make certain
inferences from the pattern of response actually received. On the assumption
that class standing is strongly related to success, we might expect the dis-
tribution of class standings to show an abnormal number of Gentiles in the
upper ranges and of Jews in the lower if the sample were biased to include
the more successful Gentiles and less successful Jews. The actual distribution,
however, was slightly weighted in the other direction, though without statis-
tical significance. 31 Since the body of data also indicates that the relationship
between class standing and success is in fact strong,3 2 there is good reason
to believe that the sample used is not biased.
The returns might be suspect for another reason as well. A questionnaire
- especially one asking about events several years old - depends heavily
upon the memory and good faith of the respondents for its usefulness. With
regard to class rank, the dangers of inaccurate reporting were considered
30. It is normally considered good policy to follow up on non-respondents in order
to determine whether significant characteristics are concentrated in them. HANSON, Hur-
wrrz & MADow, I SAMPLE SURVEY MErHoDs AND THEORY 6-7 (1953). Our question-
naires, however, were designed so that we would not know who the respondents were,
in order to evoke frank response. This meant that effective attempts to discover the
characteristics of non-respondents would have been quite costly in both time and money.
They were, therefore, not undertaken, and-subject to the argument in the text following
-this limitation upon the data's reliability remains.
31. The actual distribution of grades is shown below in roman, while the distribution
which would be expected if the null hypothesis that religion and class rank are unrelated
were true is shown in italics.
RANK IN CLASS
RELIGION
Upper tenth Upper third Middle third Lower third
(except upper tenth)
Actual Expected Actual Expected Actual Expected Actual Expected
Protestant 9 12 22 24 34 27 17 17
Catholic 3 3 7 7 3 8 11 11
Jewish 27 24 49 47 52 54 34 34
The Chi square test normally used to test such distributions shows that the actual
distribution does not vary significantly from that which would be expected on the basis
of the null hypothesis. See HoEI., INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL STATIsTIcs 163-75
(2d ed. 1954) ; text at note 62 infra. This test was made using the 5% level of significance:
i.e., a xesult is not considered significant if there is more than a 5% chance of its occurring
if the null hypothesis is true. MCCARTHY, INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL REASONING
209-10 (1957). The 5% level of significance is a customary one. HoEL, op. cit. spra,
at 90. Lower levels are often used when one has very large samples; higher levels are
very seldom used. See note 63 infra.
32. See charts IV and V infra.
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especially acute. The variable is an important one, but many graduates never
learn their final class standing. Each respondent's final class standing was,
therefore, coded into the questionnaire sent him. A comparison of the coded
values with the answers given by the respondents themselves shows that
the respondents definitely tended toward optimism in this respect.33 This was
true, however, for respondents of all religions, so that no bias would appear
to be revealed by it. As to the other factors which the respondents were asked
to remember (salary, size of firm, etc.), it seems likely that more accurate
memories exist, and that whatever memory errors are present would be dis-
tributed without bias throughout the sample.
The questionnaire had four basic objectives. After classifying the respon-
dents according to race, religion, national origin, class rank, etc.,3 4 it first
attempted to discover the quality of the job obtained by each respondent.8 5
Next it sought to measure the difficulty experienced in obtaining the job.8 6
A third part of the questionnaire sought to determine the extent to which the
respondent himself had consciously taken ethnic factors into account when
applying for jobs.T The final objective was to elicit the respondent's own
opinions about the problem of discrimination.
38
The second major source of information was a series of interviews with
partners who play an active part in the hiring processes of their firms. The
33. In the table below, the total number of respondents in each category is given in
parenthesis, the number who had given themselves a higher class standing in roman
and the number who would be expected to do so on the null hypothesis that the propensity
to upgrade oneself is dependent upon actual class standing but not upon religion is shown
in italics.
RE GION
RANKc iN CLAss Gentiles Jewish
Actual Expected Actual Expected
All Upgraders Upgraders All Upgraders Upgraders
Upper tenth (12) 0 0 (27) 0 0
Upper third (29) 6 7 (49) 13 12
(except upper tenth)
Middle third (37) 16 17 (51) 25 24
Lower third (27) 14 18 (33) 27 23
The table shows that the Jewish respondents tended to exaggerate their class standing
somewhat more than would be expected on the basis of the null hypothesis. A Chi square
test at the 5% level of significance, however, shows that the difference is not a significant
one. See McCARTHY, op. cit. supra note 31, at 299-327, and especially at 322-26. In the
computations which follow, the class rank coded into the questionnaire rather than that
given by the respondents is relied upon.
34. See questionnaire, Appendix infra, part III.
35. See id., questions 1/2, 1/7, and 11/4.
36. See id., questions 11/2, 11/5. This information was eventually discarded as un-
usable, primarily because of the likelihood that the candidates of different religions were
not interviewing fully comparable sets of firms. See text at notes 92-93 and 101 infra.
37. See questionnaire, Appendix infra, questions 11/6 and 11/7.
38. See id., questions 11/3, IV.
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writer had such interviews at 30 New York firms, ranging from 20 to 75
minutes in duration. The selection of firms and of partners within the firms
for these interviews was by no means random,3 9 although the sample probably
does contain a reasonably representative cross-section of the firms hiring
Yale graduates. 40 Virtually every firm approached agreed to grant an inter-
view,41 and most of the partners interviewed were extremely cooperative. The
confidentiality promised to all these partners precludes the citation of specific
sources for the generalizations drawn from the interviews.
The purpose of these interviews was twofold: to elicit a description of the
hiring process as seen by the hiring partners, and to obtain their opinions on
the role of discrimination in the process. The interviews were semi-structured,
directing the conversation into certain general areas and then allowing the
respondent full freedom to go into whatever aspects of them he desired. This
characteristic, coupled with the practice of building upon earlier interviews
when framing questions for later ones, rendered the interview results unsuitable
for statistical treatment.
4 2
The third major source of information consisted of semi-structured inter-
views with twenty members of the Yale Law School class of 1963 attempting
to find jobs with New York law firms. About 50 per cent of all third year
students interested in New York jobs were reached in this way. Once again
the sample, though not strictly random, is probably a reasonable cross-section. 43
These interviews were designed to discover those practices which students
interpret as evidence of discrimination and the extent to which students them-
selves took ethnic considerations into account. Like the interviews with the
partners, the student interviews were not amenable to statistical treatment.
Throughout the discussion which follows we shall be using several terms
in a rather technical sense which may differ somewhat from common under-
39. One of the major criteria in choosing firms to interview, for example, was that
they be conveniently located. Since many firms split the hiring chores up among several
partners, with each handling applicants from his alma mater, and since most of the part-
ners contacted had been interviewing students at Yale, there was a disproportionate
number of Yale graduates among the partners interviewed. It is possible, though in our
opinion not likely, that this fact substantially influenced the results of the interviews.
40. The firms ranged from the three partner size up. They included all Gentile, pre-
dominantly Gentile, mixed, predominantly Jewish, and all Jewish firms. These firms were
about evenly divided between the Wall Street and the midtown areas of New York. Some
admiralty and patent law firms were interviewed in addition to those with a general
corporate practice.
41. Only one did not. This was due to a general policy--confirmed by others-
against discussing the internal workings of the firm with outsiders.
42. Law firm hiring partners present certain unique problems to an interviewer.
Foremost among these is that they are ordinarily quite practiced interviewers themselves,
so the interviewer can easily find himself being interviewed. A helpful discussion of these
problems and ways to meet them is found in Smigel, supra note 16.
43. The sample included basically those third year students who were easiest to con-
tact either in person or by telephone. The writer signed up all such students he could con-
tact until he became convinced that the interviews were becoming basically repetitious.
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standing. All those who gave their religion as Orthodox, Conservative or
Reform Jewish, as well as those who indicated that they were "non-affiliated"
or "non-practicing" Jews, have been categorized as Jews. All others have
been considered Gentiles. 4 4 And all Gentiles, including the few 45 who labelled
themselves "agnostic," "atheist," or the like, other than Roman Catholics,
have been termed Protestants. 46
SMOKE AND FiRE
Smoke
What then does "common knowledge" appear to reveal? Virtually all in-
terview and questionnaire respondents who expressed any opinion on the
subject felt that the Jewish law student who wants to work in New York
still faces some discrimination, though far less than a generation or even a
decade ago. Some were prepared to give a list of firms which they considered
discriminatory. The gap between equivalently placed Jews and Gentiles was
ordinarily considered greater in the lower ranges of the class than in the upper.
The Jew whose appearance and speech conform to the stereotyped images of
"the Jew" was considered to face a greater obstacle than the one who is less
conspicuous in a predominantly Gentile environment. Immigrant status, low
social class, and New York residence were sometimes thought negative factors.
Smoke and "common knowledge" often emanate from obscure sources. Per-
sonal knowledge of cases of discrimination was seldom encountered; rather,
most students and lawyers appeared to infer the fact of discrimination from
the stories they had heard, from the existence of leading firms which are
predominantly Gentile, and from the interest shown by some firms in informa-
tion about the personal background of applicants.
None of these sources, however, can be counted on for reliable information.
Stories about particular instances of discrimination are certainly relevant
- when true. The few cases capable of verification cited to the writer, how-
ever, proved upon investigation to be false.4 7 Especially if one assumes, as
seems generally agreed, that discrimination is on the wane, the present ethnic
44. Thus, respondents who may, for example, be of Jewish ancestry but of Christian
faith are classified as Gentiles. On the other hand, those who identify themselves as Jews
are considered such for our purposes, even if they have abandoned the religious aspects
of Judaism.
45. Nine.
46. This category also includes one Ethical Culturist, six Unitarians, and one Christian
Scientist.
47. One of the cases involved a firm which was thought by partners of two other
firms to have an absolute barrier to Jews at the partnership level. Upon interviewing
the firm in question, the writer learned that it had several Jewish partners ranging in
seniority from among the oldest to among the youngest.
The other case involved am individual who was alleged to have left a large downtown
firm because he was convinced that-as a Jew-he did not have a chance for a partner-
ship. Contacted, he denied that this had entered his consideration at all, and indeed stated
that he knew of several Jews who had recently been made partners in the firm.
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composition of firms' partnership rosters may well say more about hiring
policies in the past than in the present, since associates in New York firms
generally spend five to ten years with the firm before becoming partners.
Furthermore, the methods students generally employed to determine the ethnic
composition of a firm are themselves unreliable. The most common of these
is the "letterhead test," in which one totes up the number of "Jewish" names
on a firm's letterhead. In a crude variant, the test assigns the label "discrimina-
tory" to a firm with 20 or more partners if the three or four "name partners"
have especially English sounding names. But even where the user employs
reasonable care, the letterhead test requires that one consistently be able to
identify names as "Jewish" or "Gentile" - an extremely difficult task in
many cases.48 Questions regarding the applicant's personal background which
students most often thought might indicate an attempt to discover an appli-
cant's religion were those about his secondary school, his college fraternities
and clubs, and his father's occupation. These questions could, of course, be
used for that purpose in certain cases, since de facto segregation in housing,
club memberships and schools - public and private - still exists to an un-
fortunate extent, and Jews of previous generations are commonly believed
to be concentrated in certain occupations. Nevertheless interviews with hiring
partners, including those who do and those who do not use such questions,
indicated that the major purpose of such background queries is unrelated to
any interest in religion.49
Fire
Although the smoke of "common knowledge" serves as an unmistakable
sign that the question of discrimination in legal employment is worthy of in-
vestigation, it is a poor indicator of the actual amount of heat at the source.
In an attempt to arrive at a more accurate and reliable estimate of actual
conditions, therefore, we have compared various characteristics of the jobs
which members of different groups actually obtained. By way of conclusory
introduction, we may say that this statistical analysis indicates that there is
fire associated with this smoke: Gentiles were more successful than Jews
in getting good jobs, and in getting the jobs of their choice. This was espe-
48. The reader who doubts this might attempt to identify the Journal officers listed
on the masthead of this issue by religion. Correct answers will be sent on request.
49. Questions about schools and clubs were usually asked by firms which put a great
emphasis upon the personality requirements. Questions about the father's occupation were
sometimes asked for the purpose of determining whether the father was a lawyer, and
particularly if he might have a practice which the son would want to join after an
apprenticeship. Some partners also used this question as a way to find out about the
applicant's relationship with his family. These partners tended to disfavor applicants who
seemed ashamed of or deprecating toward their father's occupation.
The Harvard Law Record study of the weight which hiring partners claim to give
various factors also indicates that background is not generally considered important. The
New York City responses gave weights to the background factors averaging from -. 6
to +1.1 on a scale of -10 to +10, thus placing them among the least important con-
siderations in the minds of partners. Abel, supra note 13, at 10.
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cially true for those in the middle or lower part of the law school class. On
the other hand, as will be developed later, there are strong indications that
ungrounded fears of discrimination may be working to the detriment of those
who harbor them.
One can choose among many criteria for measuring the desirability of a
legal position. The kind of work, capabilities and personality of co-workers,
the responsibility given to new associates, and the regularity of working hours
may all weigh heavily in a person's evaluation of a given job. In addition
to the applicant's own choice, we have used two criteria: starting salary and
size of firm.
Other things being equal, a higher starting salary will be preferred to a
lower one. And to the extent that other things are not equal, the desirable
factors frequently accompany the higher rather than the lower paying jobs.
This may be expected, for example, of such factors as prestige and luxury
of working conditions.
The relationship between firm size and job quality is not so apparent. There
are certainly many positions in small firms which compare favorably with
those available in the larger ones, and many applicants believe that such po-
sitions are to be preferred. Nonetheless, a very strong relationship may be
seen between class rank and size of firm, those who stand high in the class
tending to go to larger firms.5 0 Therefore we have made the assumption that
on an overall basis the larger firms offer the more attractive jobs.
Both of these criteria have, of course, the added attraction for statistical
purposes, that they may be determined with precision and compared with
ease. On the other hand, neither purports to recognize differences in goals
which may exist among the groups studied. If Jews tend to favor jobs which,
while more attractive to them for other reasons, are relatively lower paying
or in smaller firms, this in itself could account for the differences found.
There is some sociological evidence that Jews' ambitions tend to vary some-
what from those of their Gentile contemporaries,5 1 but there is little indication
of what the effect of this on the goals here in question might be.
Salary: Statistical Method 5 2
One major problem in attempting to compare the starting salaries of differ-
ent groups of applicants is that the salaries paid by the New York firms vir-
tually doubled during the twelve year period studied. Instead of comparing
salary averages, therefore, we have compared the trend lines of the salaries
received by the different groups. These lines have been obtained by the sta-
tistical method of least squares 53 which determines the straight or regularly
50. See tables I and II, infra.
51. See, e.g., MCCLELLAND, THE ACHIEVING SocirY 364-67 (1961).
52. This section describes the statistical treatment of the data. Readers who are in-
terested only in the results of that treatment may find it desirable to turn immediately to
the next section.
53. A brief description of the theory and practice of least squares is found in Weaver
& Hess, A Procedure for Nonpartisan Districting" Development of Computer Tech-
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curved line which best represents the trend of the data as a whole. To use
the method, it is first necessary to choose, on the basis of assumptions about
the nature of the changes which occur, the type of line likely best to describe
those changes. Thus, if it is assumed that the dependent variable (salary in
this case) tends to increase by a constant amount per year, a straight line
is fitted to the data. The most important property of a straight line graph is
that an unknown (salary) represented on one axis of the graph will be found
to change by a constant amount per unit of change in the independent variable
(year) plotted on the other axis. If, on the other hand, it is assumed that the
dependent variable tends to increase by a given percentage each year, an
exponential line is fitted. An exponential line has the property described by
this second assumption: it is a curved line which rises (or falls) by a con-
stantly increasing (decreasing) amount; the percentage of increase (decrease)
in the dependent variable (salary) per unit of change in the independent
variable (years) is fixed.5 4 Thus, in a rising market, any exponential equation
niques, 73 YALE L.J. 288, 296-300 and accompanying notes. See also McCARTHY, INTRO-
DUCTION TO STATISTICAL REASONING 332-50 (1957), and HoEr., INTRODUCTION TO
MATHEmATICAL STATISTICS 126-29 (2d ed. 1954).
54. Where x is the independent variable, y is the dependent variable, and a and b are
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FIG. 12.10. Consumption of cigarette tobacco in the United States, 1920 to 1954.
(Per person, 14 years of age and over, consumption of cigarette tobacco as measured
in pounds of unstemned-processing weight.) SouRcE: Benno K. Milmore and
Arthur G. Conover, "Tobacco Consumption in the United States, 1880 to 1954,"
Agr. .Bcon. Res., 8:9-13 (1956).
(Continued)
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would predict a greater dollar difference between the salaries of 1961 and
1962 graduates than it would between 1951 and 1952 graduates, but would
predict that the percentage change between 1951 and 1952 was identical to
that between 1961 and 1962.55 Economic growth (and, we assume, the rise
in lawyers' salaries), although uneven, has tended to conform more to a fixed
percentage of change per year than to a fixed dollar change per year. Thus,
we have assumed an exponential curve, which may be expressed in trend
equations of the following form:
(I) S = So(b)x, where
x = the independent variable, the number of years between the
base year (1950) and the year for which the calculation is
being made;
S. = "average'516 salary in the base year;
b = a constant chosen so as to determine the curve of this form
which "best" fits the data; and
S = "average" salary in the year determined by adding x to the
base year (1950).
Plotting the results of this equation for increasing values of x on ordinary
graph paper would give a series of curves difficult to compare visually. By
using a "semi-logarithmic" grid graph paper, straight lines, more readily
comparable, are obtained. 7 A series of least squares lines derived from our
data are plotted against such a grid in Charts I to V below.
An exponential curve graph, on the other hand, is determined by an equation of the form
y = abx. In interpreting exponential equations it should be noted that bo = 1 for any
value of b, and that 1x = 1 for any value of x. If b is less than one, the function bX
decreases as the value of x increases; if b is greater than one, bx increases for increasing
values of x. The following graph, reprinted from McCARTITY, op. cit. supra note 53, at
364, shows both a straight (solid) and an exponential (broken) line fitted to the same
set of data.
Of course, no regular function can adequately represent all the variations in the data.
Even though long-term economic growth tends to follow an exponential pattern, recessions
and recoveries from them cause substantial fluctuations around the long run trend lines.
And especially when-as here-a small and specialized market is being studied, various
external factors can cause substantial departures from more general trends. For a dis-
cussion of the problems involved in choosing the form of equation to be imposed on the
data, see EZEKIAL, MEMHoS OF CORRELATION ANALYsIs 34-46, 75-127 (2d ed. 1941).
55. Thus, on the graph reprinted in note 54 supra, the exponential line shows an
increase of about 0.5 units in the dependent variable between 1920 and 1925, but of about
1.4 units between 1940 and 1945. The straight line, on the other hand, shows the same
absolute rise of 1.3 units for each 5 year period.
56. "Average" in the sense that it lies on the trend line which best fits the data. It
need not be equal to either the median or the mean of the salaries received in the year
in questiorL
57. Semi-logarithmic graph paper is ruled so that the distance between any two num-
bers on the vertical axis is proportional to the difference between their logarithms rather
than to the difference between the numbers themselves. This means that the upper portion
of the graph appears to be squeezed together. The horizontal axis is ruled in the ordinary
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As might be expected, an analysis which a-tempts - after grouping re-
spondents according to religion and class rank - to explain differences solely
in terms of the year of starting work leaves much to be desired. Statistical tests
indicate, in fact, that while the variations from the mean of salary over all
the years are better explained by the line derived from the least squares
analysis than as random deviations from the mean, these deviations are so
great as to suggest that other variables of substantial importance are involved.Y
This conclusion conforms to the intuitive impression from examining the
charts. Such an inspection also indicates that the years 1959 to 1962 show
substantially smaller differences between the performances of Jews and Gen-
tiles in the lower two-thirds of the class than would be expected on the basis
of all the data. Although the responses are thin in these areas, this may indicate
the intrusion of another factor - perhaps the decline of prejudice - at that
point. -
In order to compare the importance of the various factors affecting the
starting salary received, we also performed a multiple regression analysis of
the data. This more complex method of analysis uses the same assumptions
of fixed per cent of change made above, in an equation with multiple inde-
pendent variables, to determine a multi-dimensional graph rather than the
common two-dimensional one?5g This analysis took account of three .ude-
manner. An ordinary grid is reproduced on the left below and a semi-logarithmic one
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58. The correlationr coefcient, r, is a measure of. the amount of variation about the
mean w a lained" by a liRe like those graphed in charts I to V infra,
c~arxrv, op. c i supra note $3, at 367;::: HOsL, op cit. supra: note 53, at 120-21. For
upward sloping lines such:as :these, the:eorrelation coefficient is always between 0 and 1.
Values of r close to I iicate strong correlation, values close to 0 a weak one. For these
equations, r ranged from 0.1 to 0.89.
59. A multiple regression, analysis is simply a way of fitting a least squares line based
on more than one independent variable. See Hon, op. cit. supra note 53, at 129-32;
McCARri , op. cit. snrpra note 53, at 387-88, As with least squares, various kinds of lines
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pendent variables: year of starting, rank in class, and religion. The constant
percentage increase determined by such an equation means that the increase
by a given amount of any independent variable will be reflected, in the ab-
solute terms of dollar difference, more heavily in the upper ranges of that
variable than in the lower."" With respect to the year of starting, this is a
desirable characteristic: indeed it is the reason for using an exponential equa-
tion. Because the religion variable has only two possible values (for Jewish
and Gentile), this characteristic of the equation makes no difference with
respect to it. The class rank variable, however, has three possible values (for
the upper, middle, and lower thirds of the class). Since the results of the
least squares analysis as shown in charts IV and V indicate that the difference
between the upper and middle thirds of the class is slightly more important
than that between the middle and the lower, the class rank variable was de-
signed so that the variable weighting characteristics of the equation would
reflect the greater dollar importance of the upper third.
The equation obtained from this analysis was of the following type:
(II) S = S0 (a)xz(b)r(c) 7., where
xi = the number of years between the base year (1950) and the
year for which the calculation is being made - an indepen-
dent variable;
x2 = class rank variable such that x2 = 0 if the respondent was
in the lower third of the class, x2 g I if he was in the middle
third, and x2 = 2 if he was in the upper third - an inde-
pendent variable;
xa = religion variable such that xa = 0 if respondent is Jewish,
and xa = 1 if respondent is Gentile 01 - an independent
variable;
S. = A constant equal to the predicted salary for a Jew from the
lower third of the class starting work in 1950, ie., for a re-
spondent for whom x1=x 2=x = 0;
a, b, c, = constants chosen so that the equation has the best possible
fit to the data; and
S = the dependent variable: the expected salary of a respondent
described by the particular values of x,, x2, and x3 put into
the right hand side of the equation.
When the constants in equation II were determined for our data, the final
equation obtained was:
(I) S =$2940(l.0623)x(.1171)a (l.249)8.
can be fitted. For the same reasons as there, we have fitted an exponential line, which
is equivalent to a straight line fitted to the logarithms of salary. See notes 54-56 supra
and accompanyg text.
60. See note 57 sura.
61. Both the religion and rank variables (x2 and xa) have been chosen so that a
movement from one category to the next up or down is represented by a change of plus
or minus one. This is an arbitrary choice made on grounds of computational convenience,
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There exist several techniques for testing the reliability of a multiple re-
gression analysis such as that summarized by equation 1ll. Each involves
postuJation of a null hypothesis - an hypothesis that the independent variable
being tested is without significance for the value of the dependent variable.
Thus, the null hypothesis for religion, that it has no effect on expected starting
salary, is stated for equation 11 by postulatiug, "c = I." The probability that
the results actually found could occur if the null hypothesis were true is
calculated i2 If it falls short of a predetermined critical level, the variable
and does not affect the later results. If, for example, the religion variable had been
defined such that za = l if the respondent is Gentile and x a = 1 if Jewish, the results
would have bee= the same except that the value of c actually found (see equation III
irfra) would be reversed in sign, and the value of So would represent the predicted salary
of a Gentile from the lower third of the class starting work in 1950.
62, This is most commonly done by applying the normal probability distribution or
one of its specialized variants to the results, We have used the so-called student's t dir-
tribution which is more accurate when small samples are being tested and virtually identi-
cal to the normal distribution with large ones. Hon, op. cit. supra note 53, at 222-26.
Such a distribution is often represented by a bell-shaped curve such as that shown below.
The particular dimensions of the curve depend. upon the size and variability of the
samiple, but the total area between the curve and the horizontal axis is by definition
always equal to 1. The area, between any two points under the curve represents the
probabity, that a variable: distributed according to this pattern will fall between those
points inany given nstane. In a test for significance, this curve is in effect centered
upon the value predicted by the null hypothesis for the variable in question. If, as here,
a 5% level of signifance s used, the middle 95% of the area covered by the curve is
then blacked out. If the actual value of the variable lies outside of this range, there is
less thmn:a 5% chance that the null hypothesis is true, and the variable is said to be
significant The graph for testing the significance of the religion variable, c, in equation
III: is shown below,.
030 [0400 L062 [IS5
(null h-tpothesrts) QfU-
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is' declared to be statistically significant. The critical probability is chosen
arbitrarily ;03 in studies of this type, 5 per cent is customary," and this level
of significance has been used throughout this study. Applying these tests
torthervalues of z1 ,::x2, and xirs in equation 111, rwe find that each variable -
including religion - is sgnificant. There is less than a $ per: cent probability
thatthe null hypothesis is true," Similar techniques make it possible to de-
termine with a given level of confidence (here 95 per cent) the maximum
possible amount of error in the value for c obtained from the sample, and
from it, the minimum true value.65 Using these methods, the minimum value
In practice, the crtical points are determined by reference to publishe tables rather than
byractually graphit Te di stibution.: In such tables; the differences arexpessed in
ters of , ta fmf :: of the variable's actual value and of the sample: variability, rather
than in terms of the variable's original units. Seer'.g., HoEL, id., Theorem 4 at 224 and
table IV at 320-21. In these terms, the graph above appears as follows:.
- - ----- ..... . --------------
The critical value for 4 at any given level of signilcance is the same for :any variable
from a sample of a given size
631 The facto-s to be coiisidered in making the choice imlude the size sampIe avail-
abe, and the relative seriousness of making the error of rejectig a true null hypothesis
as against that of accepting a false o , McC, r, op. -cit. sapra note 53, at 207-21.
64. See, -,g,: Hozr, , cit.'ssq'ra note 53, at 911
65. The critical vleo4is1975, See note: 6? swpr and sources cited therein. The
actual values of t for the coefficients of equation III are as follows:
: (a) [yearJ = 14.2320:
4(b) [rank] = 6.1294
t(c) [religion] = 41377
The correlation coefficient, r, for equation IIl is 0V76 See note $8 au/ta.
66. This was done by centering the student's e distribution on the value actually
found rather than on the value predicted by the null hypothesis. The: bundaries of the
9511/ region Tlhe, determine the minimum and maxiimum values of that variable. Cf. note
62 up'ra See Hop otp. cif, au/ta note 53, at 226.
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for c (the religion coefficient) is found to be 1.0627; the most probb e esti-
mate of c, however, remains that value originally determined, namely, 1.1249.
An even more complicated multiple regression analysis, which took account
of year of starting, rank in class, religion, immigrant status of family, home
area, and socio-economic class, was also performed. The results of this analysis
are summarized by the following equation:
(IV) s = $200(l.05S)x(l~n6) 2 (i.0S9) (0.975)r , (0.956) 5
(1.061)- (0.89 1)-, where
Xi = Year of starting minus 1950;
.2 = 2 if respondent in upper third of class, I if in middle third, 0 if in
lower third;
xa = 0 if respondent is Jewish, I if Gentile;
x4 = I if respondent or either parent is an immigrant, 0 otherwise;
xu = I if respondent from New York City, 0 otherwise;
xe = I if respondent from an upper or upper-middle class background,
0 otherwise;
xT = I if respondent from a loiier ot lower-middle class background, 0
otherwise.
Arranged in the order of the probability that they actually make a differ-
ence in the starting salary received, the variables are year, rank religion,
lower-class background, upper-class background, New York City background,
and immigrant background. Only year, rank, religion and lower-class back-
ground, however, prove significant at the 5 per cent level of significance.'
The relative drop in importance of the religion variable in equation IV as
compared to equation III, which may be seen by comparing the magnitude
of the coefficients, indicates that many of the respondents having the disad-
vantageous characteristics of immigrant, lower-class, or New York City
backgrounds were also Jewish."
67. The critical value of t at the 5% level of significance is L975. See note 62 supra
and sources cited' thereir. The actual values of t for the coefficients of equation IV are
as follows:
t(a) [year] = I24007
t(b) [rank] = 5.7385
t(c) [religion] = 23605
t(d) [immigration] = 0.7474
t(e) [New York City] = 12913
t(f) [upper class] = 1.5555
t(g) [lower class] = 2.1258
The correlation coefficient, r, for equation IV is 0.75. See note 58 sura.
68. The question, "Are you or is either of your parents an immigrant?" was answered
affirmatively by 56 respondents, 42 of whom were Jewish. Of the 18 respondents coming
from lower or lower-middle class backgrounds, 8 were Jewish. And of the 83 respondents
from New York City, 69 were Jewish.
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69, The trend:lines are described by the ollowing equations of: the typedefined by
equatiorn I-supra
Gtntiles: S $3970(1L062),;
Jews S - $780O(I06)
70. The trend Unes are described by the following equations of the type defined by
equation I yupra:
Gentiles: S = $3730(1.062)z;
Jews: S = $3360(I.052)x.
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7L The trend lines are
equation I sura,
by the following equations of the type defined by
Gentiles: S = $$380(l,069)x;
Jews: S = $2870(l.059) x.
72. The trend lines are described by the following equations of the type defined by
equaion I sura:
Upper third; S = $3970(1,062)x;
Middle third; S = $3730(1,062)x;
Lower third; S = $3380(L.069) x.
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Salary: Conclusions
The v aious tests upon the data definite indicate that the in itial coimpen-
sation receieI by Jewish students - especialliy fromuthelwmver ranges of
the class - teided to be below that achieved :by their Gentile ontenmporaries.
When interreting these results, it is important toj ecognize that the data
lump together students who have gone to a great many, firms. It is quite un-
likely that ine, -:firms pay their Jewish associates less than they do their
Gentiles,' The more likely interpretation is instead that the Jewish students
are less s-.iccessful in getting into the higher paying firns.
Charts I1 to Ill above indicate that there is little difference between Jews
md Gentiles in the upper third of the class; and if the pattern revealed by
the charts were extrapolated, one would conclude that religion would be
completely irrelevant in terms of the market as a whole for those at the very
top of the class. On the other hand, the spread between Jews and. Gentiles
in the bo om two-thirds: of the class is substantia, and the results f the
multiple r&egreSsin analysis show that, for: thelass a a .whole, a Jew can
b expected torearn about the sa amount in Idirs t year of practice as a
Genile whr anks one-third of a class 1 . .i.. Eren with a generous
73. Th e trend iaes are described by the following eqatiou s of the type defined by
Upper third: S = $3780(1.064) x
Middle third: S = $3360 (IM) x;
Lower third: S = $2870(LG39)
74. Most hiring partner, felt there would her few surer ways than this to create in-
tolerable tensiors within the firm.
75. Prom equation III we can, see that changing class standing from The lower to the
middle third multiplies the expected salary bY 11072, while changing religion from Jewish
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allowyance for the vagaries of sampling, religion appears to be at least half
as important as a class rank difference of one-third. 76 Given the weight of
class standing as a factor affecting success in job-hunting, this is indeed a
disturbing result.
On the other hand, there is evidence that the Jewish respondents were
handicapped by factors other than their religion alone. The Jewish respon-
dents tended more often to come from immigrant families, from the lower
socio-economic brackets, and from New York City than did the Gentiles.77
Despite assertions by hiring partners, that such factors as economic class or
immigrant parents are irrelevant, 78 these factors were somewhat associated
with poor success in job-hunting.79 As more and more Jewish families move
out of low-income, recent immigration status, however, the job-hunting suc-
cess of Jews generally should improve. A New York City background also
had something of a negative relationship to success.8 0 This may well be due
not so much to discrimination against New Yorkers by the firms as to a ten-
dency of out-of-towners to go to New York (and thereby fall within the
scope of this study) only if they get good offers. New Yorkers, on the other
hand, may often accept a more modest offer because of family ties or the like.
Even when all of the above factors are considered, however, religion is
significantly related to the statistical chances of success of the respondents
in our sample. Thus, although there is some tentative evidence that the situa-
tion may be improving, rapid disappearance of the discrepancies is not in-
dicated, even under the most favorable interpretation of the evidence.
Size of Firm
Despite the existence of desirable positions in small offices and the prefer-
ence of some students for such offices, we also took the size of firm as an
indicator of job quality, since the students with better records showed a
marked tendency to go to the larger firms. Tables (I) and (II) below show
the way in which number of partners and of associates in the firm joined
varied both with class rank and with religion.
to Gentile multiplies it by 1.1249. The particular magnitude of these multipliers is not so
important as their parity.
76. With 95% confidence we can state that the minimum value of the religion multi-
plier in equation III is 1.0627. Note 66 supra and accompanying text. This means that
the expected salary for Gentiles would be at least 6.27% above that for Jews. The ex-
pected salary for those in the middle third of the class is 10.72% above that for those in
the lower third, regardless of religion. See equation III and note 75 supra.
77. See note 68 supra.
78. See note 49 supra and preceding text; Abel, The Firms-What Do They Wan.t?,
Harvard Law Record, Dec. 12, 1963, pp. 1, 10.
79. See equation IV supra. Cf. notes 95-96 infra and accompanying text.
80. See note 67 supra and accompanying text.
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TABLE I
Mean number of partners in first New York City law firm.
RELIGION
CLASS RANK Gentiles Jews
Top third 23 15
Middle third 17 10
Lower third 18 7
All 19 11
TABLE II
Mean number of associates in first New York City law firm.
RELIGION
CLASS RANK Gentiles Jews
Top third 50 26
Middle third 35 17
Lower third 36 12
All 41 20
By taking the size and consistency of the sample into account, it is possible
to determine the probability that these results differ by any given amount
from those which would be shown by a compilation of all potential respon-
dents. The inverse of this test is also used frequently: given an acceptable
probability of being wrong, the maximum amount by which the results of
the sample might differ from the results which would be shown by an ex-
haustive survey can be determined.81 A lower acceptable chance of error
means, of course, that a greater deviation must be allowed for. In studies of
this general type, a 95 per cent level of confidence is most often used, i.e., a
5 per cent chance of being wrong is accepted.8 2 Applying this test to tables
I and II, we can say, with 95 per cent confidence, that the average firm to
which Jewish graduates went was smaller than the average firm to which
Gentiles went by about 8 partners and 21 associates, but by at least 6 part-
ners and 14 associates.88
81. The methods used are analogous to those used in testing the coefficients in the
multiple regression equations. See notes 62-66 supra.
82. See note 63 supra.
83. The difference apparent in each row of tables II and III was tested for signifi-
cance with the student's t distribution. HOEL, op. cit. supra note 53, at 227-29; cf. notes
62-66 supra. Each was significant at the 5% level of significance. The lower limit for
the differences was computed by methods analogous to those described in note 66 upra.




Questionnaire respondents were also asked whether the position they
actually received was among their first three choices, among their second
three choices, or below sixth choice at the time of applying.8 4 Table III below
shows in bold type the percentage of Gentiles and Jews who gave each re-
sponse. In light-face type is shown the percentage of respondents which would
be expected to give each answer on the no-discrimination hypothesis that the
probability of getting the job of one's choice is the same for members of all
religions.
TABLE III
Actual (roman face) and expected (italic face) percentages of
respondents who succeeded in obtaining high choice jobs.
CHOICE
Among first Among second Not among first
three choices three choices six choices
RELIGION Actual Expected Actual Expected Actual Expected
Gentile 87 75 11 14 2 11
Jewish 67 75 16 14 17 11
This table indicates that the Gentiles in the sample were substantially more
successful in obtaining the jobs of their choice than were the Jews. On the
no-discrimination hypothesis, namely that the chance of success is in fact
independent of religion, a random sample could of course show results which
were this strongly weighted against the Jews. This could occur in the same
way that a fair deal (random sample) from a fair deck (no discrimination in
the total population to be studied) can turn up a royal flush, The probability
of such being the case here, however, is less than one per cent.8 5
There is, however, another explanation whereby these results could be
reconciled with a lack of actual discrimination. If Jews of a given ability tend
to set their sights higher than do comparable Gentiles, we would naturally
expect them to realize their ambitions less frequently - even if their chances
for comparable jobs were equal. Although one may speculate about such
differences in ambitions, we have no evidence that they do (or do not) in
fact exist.8 6
WHY?
In the opinion of a majority of the hiring partners, a variety of factors
operate to make a certain amount of discrimination - in the broad, chance
of success, sensi - almost inevitable at the present time. These factors ordi-
84. See questionnaire, Appendix infra, question 11/4.
85. For the methods used in this computation see note 31 supra and sources cited
therein. The odds on, the royal flush are even less: 1 in 649,740.
86. See note 51 supra and accompanying text.
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narily combine not to bar Jews from a firm, but to limit their numbers; as
long as the percentage of Jewish applicants is greater than the percentage
of Jews which leading firms will take, the individual Jew is likely to have
a somewhat harder than average time finding a good position.
Quotas
Formal quota systems appear to be a negligible influence. Rather the percen-
tage discrepancy seems to arise in part from a vague feeling of many firms that
it would not be a good policy to become known as a "Jewish firm." This "tipping
point" phenomenon is not uncommon to situations involving declining racial
or religious prejudice.8 7 The "tipping point" at which a mixed firm feels it
will become or become known as a Jewish firm cannot be articulated by most
of the partners concerned to avoid such a change and probably varies from
firm to firm. And it is certainly not articulated by the firm itself in any kind
of "policy." Indeed most of the partners felt that as soon as a firm got to be
of any substantial size, it was impossible for it to'have any policy for the hiring
partners to follow except, perhaps, "get the' best people you can - but you
define 'best'."88 Where partners thought some kind of a quota system was
at work, they were unanimous in agreeing that it worked in a highly sub-
jective fashion and tended to reflect the reactions of individual partners rather
than those of the firm as an entity. Thus, a partner might ordinarily give no
.thought to the religion of applicants, but feel uncomfortable if he discovered
.that he had recommended five Jews for the five positions to be filled in that
ypar. Had he already recommended two or three, he might then begin to
,apply a more stringent standard to any further Jewish applicants.89
87. The concept of the "tipping point" finds its roots in discussions of housing dis-
crimination. See MEYERSON & BANFIELD, PoLITIcs, PLANNING AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST
134-35 (1955) ; GRODZINs, THE METROPOLrrAN AREA AS A RACIAL PROBLEM 6-7 (1958) ;
Cohen, The Case for Benign Quotas in Housing, 21 PHYLON 20, 21 (1960); Spiegel,
Tenants' Intergroup Attitudes in a Public Housing Project with Declining White Popul-
'lation, id. at 30. The "tipping point" label is applied in at least three different senses.
First, it may refer to the point beyond- which members of the majority would prefer not
-to see the minority percentage climb. Second, it may refer to the percentage which will
be tolerated before members of the. majority leave the area in question. Third, it often
refers to the percentage at which members of the majority hesitate to enter the area.
Wolf, The Tipping-Point in Racially Changing Neighborhoods, 29 J. Am. INsTITUTE OF
PLANNERS 217, 219 (1963). Although some lawyers are reputed to have left their firms
when Jews were taken in, we can probably ignore Miss Wolf's second category. Instead
a fourth sense of the term becomes relevant here: the point at which the firm is identified
as, e.g., a "Jewish firn" by clients and potential clients. This point may or may not co-
incide with that at which Gentile students hesitate to enter the firm.
88. This does not, of course, apply to the firm which has a definite policy of con-
scious discrimination. Such situations are discussed in the text accolipanying notes 98-
100 infra.
89. It should be noted, however, that this kind, of "quota system" is used for many
non-ethnic factors as well. Thus, for example, the hiring partner who has already made
offers to 2 or 3 Yale graduates may be quite reluctant to make another one.
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Why should a law firm wish to avoid becoming known as a "Jewish firm"?
"Common knowledge" ordinarily attributes this to a desire to avoid antag-
onizing clients who are themselves prejudiced against Jews. The partners
interviewed, however, tended to discount this thesis. Although there still
are a few such clients, most partners did not know of any, and no one claimed
to know of many. 0 To the extent that they do exist, they appear to be more
prevalent among personal rather than commercial clients. Thus firms doing
a great deal of personal counselling - such as estates and trust work - are
perhaps a bit more sensitive to client pressure. Where such clients did exist
among businessmen, most lawyers thought they were concentrated in small
rather than large companies, and especially in those located away from the
New York area. This is not to say that businessmen are not prejudiced. But
most of the lawyers interviewed felt that the demands of the commercial world
compelled businessmen with prejudices to suppress them during the working
day. Virtually all partners agreed, moreover, that client prejudice was a mar-
ginal consideration at most, and a rapidly disappearing one at that. On the
other hand, there is some indication that firms, anxious to avoid antagonizing
valued clients, do not take the risk of assigning Jewish lawyers to projects
involving clients who they suspect still harbor religious prejudice; hiring a
Jewish associate may thus still give rise to special problems in the assignment
of work. Similarly, there may be some premium value on an associate who
can be expected to mix successfully in clients' social circles.
Several firms indicated that they foresaw recruitment problems if they were
to become identified as Jewish firms, or for that matter as Catholic, Protes-
tant, or Prep-School firms. Many expressed the feeling that the competition
for New York's most lucrative business takes place on the recruitment level:
the firm that gets the talent will get the business, while the one that fails in
recruitment is inexorably headed downhill.91 Several partners indicated a
fear that becoming known as a Jewish firm would severely limit the number
of qualified Gentiles who would apply to them in the future. Partners in
predominantly or all Jewish firms tended to substantiate this fear, declaring
for the most part that their firms were Jewish not from choice but from
necessity since they received very few applications from Gentiles, even though
some of these firms made active attempts to "redress the imbalance."
90. The now celebrated case of Lord Mancroft indicates, however, that the prejudiced
client has not lost all his teeth. N.Y. Times, Dec. 3, 1963, p. 13, col. 1; id., Dec. 11, 1963,
p. 5, col. 3; id., Dec. 12, 1963, p. 16, col. 3. American industry has also found prejudice
by Arab customers to exert pressures on its hiring practices. See In the Matter of Ameri-
can Jewish Congress v. Carter, 9 N.Y.2d 223, 213 N.Y.S.2d 60 (1961) holding that it is
illegal to ask the religion of a job applicant, even where it is a "bona fide occupational
requirement" of the job (which included travel to Arab countries) that the job-holder
be Gentile. Cf. What Does It Prove?, Harvard Law Record, Dec. 12, 1963, p. 2.
91. Some partners concluded from this that the firm which consciously lets some
good applicants go because of their religion is necessarily a declining firm, and hence,
one that any applicant-Jewish or Gentile-would do well to avoid.
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Furthermore, the questionnaire data indicate that of the 32 per cent of
Gentiles who consciously took ethnic factors into account when applying for
jobs, 90 per cent did so by deciding not to apply to Jewish firms.9 2 And in-
terviews with students suggest that others who claimed to ignore ethnic con-
siderations did not, as a matter of fact, apply to Jewish firms. Recruitment
efforts of such'firms are further handicapped by the fact that many Jewish
students do not wish to work for them.93
Personality
Another factor which may cause discrimination is the weight which firms
give to personality considerations. Virtually all firms make personality a factor
second only to school grades.94 Many consider it even more important than
grades. Hiring partners were unanimous in emphasizing the intuitive nature
of these judgments, which must often be made on the basis of a twenty minute
interview, and contact with the applicant seldom exceeds a few hours.
Several partners expressed the belief that they might tend to discriminate
in favor of those coming from backgrounds similar to their own, not because
they had any desire to do so, but because they tended to feel they knew such
applicants better after such a fleeting acquaintance than they did those from
dissimilar backgrounds. To the extent that the leading firms and their hiring
partners are presently predominantly Gentile, this factor may operate to
decrease the chances of Jewish applicants. To the extent that hiring partners
themselves come from upper or middle class backgrounds, that may also
operate to the detriment of applicants with more humble beginnings. This
effect can occur despite the fact that many partners feel that an applicant
benefits by having to overcome substantial obstacles in order to get into and
through law school.95
Not only may Jews be less effective than Gentiles in communicating their
personality to Gentile hiring partners, but there is also a possibility that more
Jews than Gentiles would fail to come up to the personality requirements of
the firms - even when communications problems are overcome. Such "per-
sonality requirements," it should be noted, may be merely a euphemism for
racial or religious prejudice; even where personality differences exist as
between ethnic groups, however, some decisions based upon them may be
truly functional despite their discriminatory effects. Among the hiring part-
ners there was no consensus on this question. A few thought that Jewish
students, perhaps convinced that they have to have a little more than Gentiles
92. See questionnaire, Appendix infra, questions 11/6, 11/7.
93. Ibid. 11 per cent of the Jewish respondents indicated a desire to avoid Jewish
firms. This tendency was also quite apparent in the student interviews.
94. Cf. Abel, supra note 78. See also Students Off Mark, Harvard Law Record,
Dec. 12, 1963, pp. 1, 12.
95. Both our own interviews and the Harvard study indicate that conscious dis-
crinination against lower-class background is not a substantial factor. See Abel, supra
note 78, at 10. But for the actual performance of applicants with such a background, see
text at notes 67-68, 77-80 supra.
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in order to succeed, tended to be over-aggressive or cocky somewhat more
often than did their Gentile classmates. Others were convinced that there was
no relationship between these personality traits and the religious background
of the applicant. And most partners felt that, even after interviewing appli-
cants for several years, it was impossible to generalize on this issue. The
whole of our evidence, therefore, lends no weight to the proposition that the
Jews actually meet the firms' bona fide personality requirements more or
less often than do the Gentiles. 98
Stereotypes about personality differences can obviously work to the detri-
ment of certain groups. If a hiring partner thinks of Jews as being overly
aggressive, he may see this trait in many Jewish applicants who do not ac-
tually possess it. But the stereotypes need not be negative ones in order to
hurt a group. Some firms, for example, will occasionally hire an applicant
who they hope will turn out to be a "sleeper" - one with an academic record
substantially below their usual standards but otherwise especially attractive.
In doing so, the hope is that he is actually bright enough to have done better,
but just didn't work in law school. But the partner who thinks of all Jews
as being hard working, conscientious students, is not likely to attribute a
mediocre record to lack of work rather than lack of talent when it belongs
to a Jewish candidate.
Prejudice
After all the "rational" explanations for the differences revealed by the
data have been examined, however, a suspicion still remains that not all has
been explained. Some of the problems of the Jewish student, one is inclined
to believe, must result from simple prejudice: the desire of some Gentile
lawyers not to work with Jews. That such attitudes do still exist is one of
the unfortunate facts of our society. None of the lawyers interviewed would
deny that the New York Bar contains some who possessed them, although
some felt their training and work might cause lawyers as a group to have
fewer prejudices of this kind than the population generally. In any case, the
opinion was unanimous that straightforward prejudice had been on the wane
for many years and would continue to decline in importance. This decline
was usually attributed to the changing standards of our society which have
rendered unacceptable once "respectable" prejudices. Thus, lawyers who
formed their attitudes in the 1930's are less likely to bear prejudice than those
who formed theirs before World War 1.97 As the former group replaces
96. But to the extent that Jews constitute a cohesive and, separate sub-culture,
whether through the discrimination of others or through a desire to retain their ethnic
identity, the environment within which they develop will differ from that of the Gentiles.
And as long as this occurs it is impossible to dismiss a priori the proposition that mem-
bers of one group tend to have personalities which are more attractive to prospective
employers than do members of the other, though it is also impossible to predict the group
which would be favored by any such difference.
97. See RocHE, THE QuEsT FoR THE DREAm, passim (1963).
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-the latter in the upper echelons of the bar, the effects of prejudice in the
hiring process should diminish.
The effects of prejudice also seem to vary with firm size. As a number of
partners suggested, individual firms in which the discriminatory effects of
prejudice are greatest are generally the smaller ones. Nevertheless, the pre-
ponderance of small firms seem not to be prejudiced, and the small firm "mar-
ket" as a whole is relatively non-discriminatory. The effects of prejudice in
larger firms, where group attitudes are a composite of many individual ones,
may be milder than those in some small firms, but are to be found more uni-
versally. The predominantly Gentile composition of the larger firms-as op-
posed to the smaller ones, many of which are predominantly Jewish-means
that whatever religious prejudice is present in them is likely to warp that em-
ployment market as a whole, so as to make it discriminatory against Jewish ap-
plicants. General studies of employment discrimination,98 as well as the data
of this study,99 tend to bear out the conclusion that smaller firms generate
greater opportunities for minority groups.
Self-Induced Effects
Our data also indicate that members of minority groups are not fully utilizing
those opportunities which are open to them. More than half of the Jewish
questionnaire respondents, for example, indicated that they took ethnic factors
into consideration in determining to which firms they would apply. Some
'of these indicated merely that they wanted to stay away from an ethnically
* homogeneous working environment, but 42 per cent of those taking such factors
into account gave as a reason that "it would be a waste of time to apply" at
" ertain firms.100 To the extent, however, that Jewish applicants falsely believe
it to be a waste of time to apply at some firms, they themselves tend to per-
petuate the ethnic imbalance which may exist in those firms. The unreliability
'of the sources of "common knowledge" about discrimination has been dis-
cussed above.' 0 ' Given that discrimination is considered to be diminishing
'and that some individual firms have shown sharp reversals in policy, there
is reason to believe that the Jew who doesn't bother to apply at firms he sus-
pects of discrimination is thereby diminishing his own prospects. In fact,
if such reliance'occurs frequently, the results to be expected from discrimina-
tion could be called forth solely by the fear of it. 0 2
98. Cf., e.g., BEcxER, THE EcoNomIcs oF DIScRifiNATION 39 (1957).
99. See tables I and II supra.
100. See questionnaire, Appendix inf ra, question II/6(c).
101. Notes 47-48 supra and accompanying text.
102. Compare this phenomenon with an experiment reported to Harvard College
social science students - an experiment which we find interesting despite the fact it
has apparently never been performed:
Five chimpanzees are caged and deprived of food. Bananas are then lowered
into their cage, but when the chimps jump to get them they are doused with ice-
water - a fate than which a chimpanzee knows no worse. After this procedure
has been repeated a few times, the chimps have learned to run for the corners
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Interviews with hiring partners indicated that the erection of barriers by
applicants themselves might be especially important among Negroes. Only
a third of the hiring partners, most of whom had been interviewing applicants
for many years, could remember ever having talked with a Negro applicant.
And, although the New York firms have been hiring an ever increasing num-
ber of students from law schools which could not have placed students in
those firms in earlier years, 0 3 none of the hiring partners could recall a'Negro
applicant from outside the circle of law schools traditionally supplying most
of the New York corporate lawyers. On the other hand, the firms which
recruit so vigorously within this "magic circle" of schools, which in fact have
very few Negro students,'10 4 make virtually no effort to recruit from other
good law schools which do have substantial numbers of them. Again, a "tip-
ping point" phenomenon may confidently be predicted. Although the general
opinion of the partners was that a well-qualified Negro would have an ex-
cellent chance of getting a'good job in New York at the present time, most
also felt that there would not be sufficient opportunities for Negroes if a sub-
stantial number of them were to apply.10 5
Many of the applicants who refuse to consider certain firms, however, do
so not because they suspect discrimination in initial hiring, but because they
fear not having an equal chance to become a partner once hired. In support
of this fear, they cite the disparity between the ratio of Jews and Gentiles
of the cage whenever they see bananas - their favorite food - being lowered
into the cage. This effect persists even after the experimenter discontinues the
use of the ice-water.
Now one of the chimps is removed to make place for a new, untrained, one.
Once again bananas are lowered. Four chimps scurry for the corners while one
jumps for food. The four older ones who "know better" -then rush to the center
of the cage and drag the newcomer out of danger. Soon, although he has never
experienced the ice-water, the new chimp too has learned to fear the proferred
food. At this point a second newcomer is substituted for one of the original five,
and then a third, a fourth, and a fifth. Finally the cage contains five chimpanzees,
none of whom has ever been. hurt trying to get bananas, but none of whom is
willing to take them when offered.
The reader may wish to speculate on the further development of this hypothetical ex-
periment when one of the newcomers is quick enough to snatch the bananas before his
colleagues are able to "save" him.
103. See, e.g., The Factories, Time, Jan. 24, 1964, p. 32, for an account of John
Foster Dulles' problems as a graduate of an "outsider" school.
104. The law schools traditionally supplying the New York corporate firms have
relatively few Negro students. At Yale fewer than 15 of approximately 500 LL.B. can-
didates are Negro, and admissions offices at other schools have said that they too have
very few Negro students despite attempts to interest more of them in attending. Cf.
EDWARDS, THE NEGRO PROFESSIONAL CLASS 133-38 (1959).
105. The most important "tipping point" for Negroes in the New York law firms is
probably the one involving the preferences of partners. The point at which the firm would
become identified as a "Negro firm" is hardly relevant at the present time. See note 87
supra.
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among the partners of many firms and that ratio among the associates. Some
of them, realizing that barriers have been falling in recent years, make their
comparisons not with respect to the partnership as a whole, but with respect
to young partners only.
Even with this refinement, however, it is dangerous to draw conclusions
from the composition of the firm alone. Especially among the larger firms, a
great many associates fail to stay with the firm until the time they would
be considered for partnerships. There are many reasons for this 108 and some
of them may affect Jewish associates more than Gentiles. The best Jewish
associates may conceivably find offers from the academic world more attractive
than others do.10 7 And the Jewish associate, doubtful of the readiness of the
partners to treat Jews really equally, may be more receptive to offers from
outside the firm.
Some of the partners interviewed felt that the last factor was a significant
one, stating that their firms, having begun to hire Jews only recently, simply
could not hold on to Jewish associates long enough to make them partners.
These same partners, however, indicated that this consideration is not one
which the associates mention when discussing their decision to leave, and
is also not one which the partners themselves would feel comfortable in in-
troducing into the discussion. Hence, a vicious circle effect may be operative
-in which the presence of an "unbalanced" partnership fosters in associates
a fear of discrimination, which fear keeps the partnership from achieving
a greater "balance."
The interviews with partners also indicated that within smaller firms a
policy of hiring Jews but not making them partners would be extremely
unlikely. All of the firms hire new associates as potential partners, except in
certain instances where someone is needed for a particular job and is hired
on that basis. But the smaller firms are especially anxious to avoid hiring
associates who would not be expected to become partners, or who they fear
would decide to leave after a few years, such as women and those whose
fathers have practices which will soon be available. This anxiety follows from
their view that, unlike the larger firms, they cannot recoup their investment
in a new associate by keeping him a few years and then letting him go. Fur-
thermore, the more intimate atmosphere of the smaller firm makes it a more
traumatic experience for a partner there to let an associate know that he is
not to be made a member of the firm. Hence most of the partners interviewed
felt that a small firm which would discriminate against Jews at the partnership
level would also do so at the employment level. As to small firms this may
ease the plight of the Jewish student who wants to be sure that he doesn't
take a job which will lead him into a blind alley because of his religion.
106. Many associates join a New York firm with the definite intention of leaving
after a few years. Others decide while there that it is not for them. Still others are at-
tracted to government, clients, universities, etc.
107. Cf. McCI.L.AD, TE ACHIEVING SocIErY 364-67 (1961).
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With larger firms, however, which count on a substantial turnover of
associates, such a priori arguments are of little help. And the fact that it is
relatively easy for a good man in a large firm to move to other good positions
is not enough to convince many Jews that they should be the ones to test their
suspicions regarding such firms. That discrimination at the partnership level
of many large, predominantly Gentile firms does occur, is one of the most
common claims of "common knowledge." Unfortunately these claims are among
those which this study has been unable either to verify or to refute.
It is difficult to end a study which raises more questions than it answers.
Extended discussion of the practicality of applying fair employment practices
legislation to the legal profession is outside the scope of this Comment. We
do not attempt to weigh such social values as the right to associate or not
associate, the elimination of economic barriers based on race or creed, and
the potential loss to society from over-assimilation. Nor can we detail the
difficulties which will face those - including law school placement services -
who attempt to change the hiring policies of particular firms. There is evidence
that discrimination is on the decline: conscious and active exclusionary policies
have become relatively unimportant. Still discrimination, both present and
past, has left its mark on the employment profile. From the sample it ap-
peared that a Gentile had about the same advantage over a Jew with equal
class standing as he did over a Gentile a third of the class below him. Partial
discrimination - say only at the partnership level - is more likely in large
firms than small. The legacies of earlier exclusionary policies tend to per-
petuate the disadvantages of Jewish entrants to this market. Finally, some of
the Jews' relative lack of success in job-hunting is probably attributable to
self-erected barriers: contacts with certain law firms are avoided because of
fear of prejudice even where exclusionary policies are non-existent.
APPENDIX
The questionnaire used for this study is reproduced below:
YALE LAW JOURNAL
STUDY OF INITIAL NEW YORK LAW FIRM POSITIONs HELD BY YALE ALUMNI
(This has been designed so that you may complete it within 15 minutes,
although you may elaborate on any question if you wish.)
PART I: YOUR FIRsT NEW YORK CITY LAW FIRM
1. In what year did you go to work for a New York City law firm? .........
2. About how many partners and associates did your first New York City
law firm have? Partners ........ Associates ........
3. If you have left your first New York firm, when did you do so? ..........
Please indicate your reasons for leaving.
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4. Which of the following types of clients constitute an important portion of
this firm's business?
...... a. Very large corporations (among the 100 largest)
...... b. Large corporations
...... c. Small businesses
...... d. Large New York banks
. e. Other banks
...... f. Insurance Companies
...... g. Religious and philanthropic bodies
...... h. Individuals (other than officers of corporate clients)
...... i. Other (specify)
Which of the above groups of clients do (did) you personally serve?
5. What work do (did) you do within this firm? (Field and function as, e.g.,
antitrust/research, or personal injuries (plaintiffs) /litigation.)
6. If you have been made a partner or a junior partner in your first New York
firm, how many years after starting with it did this occur?
Partner ....... Junior Partner ......
Is this longer ....... shorter ....... or about the same ....... as the aver-
age time for that firm at that time? (check one)
7. A. What was your total compensation from the firm and from your "own"
clients (if any) during your first year of New York practice?
B. If you were still with the same firm after three years, what was it in
your third year of New York practice?
$.........
C. If you were still with the same firm in 1961, what was it in that year?
$.........
PART II: OBTAINING YOUR FIRST NEW YORK JOB
1. Did you have any legal experience between graduating from law school and
obtaining your first job with a New York City law firm? (E.g., Judge Advo-
cate General's Corps, clerking, graduate study, practice in other areas, etc.)
Yes ....... No ......
If so, please indicate the kind and duration.
2. A. If you interviewed New York firms at the law school,
i) How many such interviews did you have? ......
ii) How many of these resulted in offers of further discussion
concerning possible employment? ......
iii) How many resulted in firm offers of employment? ......
iv) How many of the applications listed in (ii) above were
terminated by you while they were still pending? ......
B. If you applied directly, to New York firms,
i) To how many such firms did you so apply?
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ii) How many of these applications resulted in further dis-
cussion concerning possible employment? ......
iii) How many resulted in firm offers of employment?
iv) How many of the applications listed ini (ii) above were
terminated by you while they were still pending? ......
C. If you used some other method of applying to New York firms, please
describe it, and - insofar as possible - give the information analogous
to that requested in parts (A) and (B) above.
3. If you were given reasons for any of the rejections you received, or if you
think you know such reasons, please describe them below, distinguishing, if
relevant, between the "good reasons" given to you and the "real reasons"
as you see them.
4. When you were applying for jobs in New York, you probably had some idea
of the firms you would most like to work for, of those which came next, and
so on. Please check one answer below to indicate which choice you were
able to obtain.
(In answering this question, please use the ranking which you would
have used at the time of applying rather than one you might presently
give. Thus, if you got your fifth choice, but you would now consider the
same position as first choice, check the category "Second three choices.")
... First three choices, . . . Second three choices, ... Lower than sixth choice.
5. Were you helped by members of your family in obtaining your first job
with a New York firm? Yes ....... No ......
If so, please describe how:
6. Did you try to avoid applying to firms of certain ethnic composition(s)
IYes ...... , No ...... ], and if so, of which composition(s)?
Was this done because . . . (check one or more)
a) You felt that you would not enjoy working in such a firm ? ......
b) If hired, you felt that your chances of advancement would
be less than at other firms? ......
c) You felt that it would be a waste of time to apply? ......
d) Other (specify)
7. Did you seek out firms of given ethnic composition(s) [Yes...., No ....
and if so, of which?
Why?
8. For the firm to which you finally went for your first New York job, please
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PART III: PERSONAL DATA
All information from this and other parts of the survey will be kept in
strictest confidence. The questionnaires are designed so that not even the
researcher will know the names of the individual respondents, and no data
will be released in any manner which could enable anyone to reconstruct the
identity of a respondent.
1. Is your race, Caucasian ...... Negro ...... or Oriental ..... ? (check one)
2. Is your religion? (check one)
...... Protestant (specify sect) ...................................
...... Jewish (specify Orthodox, Conservative, Reform) .............
...... Roman Catholic
.-... Other (specify) ...........................................
3. Are your ancestors primarily from (check one) ?
...... Northwestern Europe, (e.g., England, Germany)
...... Southern Europe (e.g., Italy, Spain)
...... Eastern Europe (e.g., Poland, Russia)
...... M ixed (specify) ..........................................
...... Other (specify) ...........................................
Are you or is either of your parents an immigrant? Yes ....... No ......
4. What was your class standing upon graduation from law school?
Upper tenth ........ Middle third ........
Upper third ........ Lower third ........
5. In which State did you grow up? ..................................
in an urban...., suburban...., or rural .... environment? (check one)
6. Was your family of the upper ........ middle ....... , or lower .......
socio-economic level? (check one).
PART IV: GENERAL VIEWS
Any further observations you may have regarding factors affecting re-
cently graduated law students seeking their initial position in a New York
City law firm would be appreciated.
This space or additional sheets may be used to amplify your answers to
any of the previous questions.
Please do not sign this questionnaire and do not place your return address on
the enclosed, self-addressed envelope.
Thank you for your cooperation. We would appreciate an early return.
Class of ............
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